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John F. Kerry: The Boston Globe Biography tells the ambitious story of the former Presidential candidate and Senator,
and current Secretary of State. Based on a highly regarded series published in The Boston Globe and augmented by
years of additional reporting, it explores John Kerry's background, his service in the military, his early legal and political
career, and his legislative record. Offering an incisive, frank look at the man who has spent decades in the highest levels
of government, this biography is important reading for anyone interested in the life of the man now poised to be the face
of his country overseas.
An interdisciplinary examination of the Enlightenment character and its broader significance. Whilst the main focus of the
book is the Scottish Enlightenment, contributors also employ a transatlantic scope by considering parallel developments
in Europe, and America.
During the 1920s, T. E. Lawrence gained global attention, both for his involvement in the Middle Eastern anti-imperialist
movement, and for his vivid and sensational writings about his experiences. Despite the passage of many years and the
emergence of a whole new set of problems in the Middle East, and fuelled by the success of the hit movie Lawrence of
Arabia, the T. E. Lawrence mystique continues to fascinate. Controversial and provocative, this revised and updated
edition of Lawrence James’s acclaimed biography penetrates and overturns the mythology that surrounds T. E.
Lawrence. James traces the sometimes spurious Lawrence legend back to its truthful roots, yet remains dispassionate
and generous in spirit throughout. The Golden Warrior presents readers with a fascinating study of one of the twentieth
century’s most remarkable figures.
John Hume is regarded as the key architect of the Belfast/Good Friday Agreement. This book collects extracts from
Hume's key speeches, articles and interviews, and adds a contextual narrative. The selected texts chronicle his entire
career, covering his entry into public life in the early 1960s through the Credit Union, the Derry Housing Association, the
civil rights movement, his first election to the Northern Ireland Parliament, the foundation of the SDLP, his influence over
successive Irish governments, and the various initiatives aimed at ending the violence and achieving an acceptable
agreement. Together, these texts provide a comprehensive overview of Hume's political thoughts, comments on critical
events and developments, and his proposals for resolving the Northern Irish conflict. The texts reveal Hume's
commitment to human rights, his implacable opposition to violence as a means of addressing conflict, his belief that what
he regarded as the fundamentally flawed arrangements of 1920-1 (which had led to the establishment of the Northern
State) had to be replaced with a much wider and more comprehensive agreement involving the British and Irish
governments. As well as being of interest to the general reader, the book is a valuable resource for scholars researching
the Northern Irish conflict and, in particular, John Hume's transformative influence on the development of Irish and British
attitudes and policies, as governments grappled with the problems arising from the troubled relationships within and
between the two islands. [Subject: History, SDLP, Good Friday Agreement, Irish Studies, Memoir, North Ireland & UK,
Politics]
John Hume, Ireland’s greatest peace-maker, is widely recognised as the architect of the Northern Ireland peace process.
In John Hume in America, Maurice Fitzpatrick explores how Hume created this framework for peace through the
cultivation of an unprecedented and bountiful relationship with the White House and the US Congress. John Hume’s
political vision and innate sense of diplomacy persuaded key players in US politics to merge their concerns with his own.
Ted Kennedy, Tip O’Neill, Daniel Patrick Moynihan and Hugh Carey – together known as the ‘Four Horsemen’ – were
won over to his cause, lending the campaign for equality in Northern Ireland worldwide credibility and putting
considerable pressure on the British and Irish governments to strive for peace. Through his work with the ‘Four
Horsemen’, Hume engaged every American president from Jimmy Carter to Bill Clinton. John Hume in America, a
towering achievement, supported by the Hume family, explores the intricate negotiations that made this possible and
highlights Hume’s paramount role in leveraging Irish–America. Maurice Fitzpatrick’s seminal work is the missing piece in
the jigsaw of Hume’s political life, tracing his philosophy of non-violence during the Civil Rights Movement through to his
indispensable work with friends in the US towards the creation of a new political framework in Northern Ireland.
Invaluable wisdom on living a good life from one of the Enlightenment's greatest philosophers David Hume (1711–1776)
is perhaps best known for his ideas about cause and effect and his criticisms of religion, but he is rarely thought of as a
philosopher with practical wisdom to offer. Yet Hume's philosophy is grounded in an honest assessment of
nature—human nature in particular. The Great Guide is an engaging and eye-opening account of how Hume's thought
should serve as the basis for a complete approach to life. In this enthralling book, Julian Baggini masterfully interweaves
biography with intellectual history and philosophy to give us a complete vision of Hume's guide to life. He follows Hume
on his life's journey, literally walking in the great philosopher's footsteps as Baggini takes readers to the places that
inspired Hume the most, from his family estate near the Scottish border to Paris, where, as an older man, he was warmly
embraced by French society. Baggini shows how Hume put his philosophy into practice in a life that blended reason and
passion, study and leisure, and relaxation and enjoyment. The Great Guide includes 145 Humean maxims for living well,
on topics ranging from the meaning of success and the value of travel to friendship, facing death, identity, and the
importance of leisure. This book shows how life is far richer with Hume as your guide.
John Hume, civil rights activist, founding member of the SDLP and leading politician in Northern Ireland during the long
period of the Troubles, gained worldwide recognition and respect for his principled opposition to the use of violence as a
means of resolving the deep divisions between the people of Northern Ireland, between those who favour Irish unity and
those who favour maintaining the union with Britain. His constant message was the need to heal sundered relationships
between the people of Ireland, north and south, and between the people of Ireland and Britain. This book of essays
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assesses Hume's role throughout the Troubles as he campaigned in Ireland, Europe and the US to influence politicians
and opinion makers in the cause of justice and peace. The essays discuss the political background to his entry into public
life in 1960s Derry as a champion of the credit union movement, the civil rights campaign, the Sunningdale Agreement,
the failed efforts to establish a power-sharing executive, the trauma of terrorism, the hunger strikes, his role in Europe
and the US, the Anglo-Irish Agreement, the Hume-Adams dialogue and the Good Friday Agreement. Contributors
include: Paul Arthur, Arthur Aughey, Austin Currie, Sean Donlon, Mark Durkan, Cathy Gormley-Heenan, Maurice Hayes,
Pat Hume, Brigid Laffan, David McKittrick, Sean O hUigiÂnn, Eamonn Phoenix and Nancy Soderberg.
Roy Foster is one of Ireland's leading historians, the author of the much acclaimed two-volume biography of Yeats as well as the definitive
history Modern Ireland, which has been hailed as "dazzling" (New York Times Book Review) and "elegant, erudite, wise, witty" (Irish Times).
Now, this brilliant writer offers a "short and combative" account of Ireland's astonishing transformation over the last three decades. Has there
really been an "economic miracle"? Where does the explosion of cultural energy in music, literature, and theater come from? Has the power
of the Catholic Church really crumbled? Focusing largely on contemporary events, living people, current controversies, and popular culture,
Luck and the Irish explores these questions and raises other provocative questions of its own. Foster looks at the astonishing volte-face
undertaken by Sinn Fein, eventually taking office in a state they had once fought to destroy. He describes how Catholicism, once the bedrock
of Irish identity, has been decisively compromised, as evidenced by the exploitation and abuse scandals and the drastic decline in devotions.
At the same time, the position of women in Irish society has been transformed, with the growth of feminism, a revolution in sexual attitudes,
far more women in the work force, the ascendancy of President Mary Robinson, and the movement of women to front-rank Cabinet posts--all
of which have put the position of Irish women ahead of that in many European nations. Many old molds have been broken in Irish society
over the last 30 years, and the immediate results have been breath-taking. But are these developments really as permanent or even as
beneficial as they appear? Everyone curious about the recent past, the burgeoning present, and the unclear future of Ireland will want to read
this superbly written and deeply thoughtful book.
Muhammad and the Supernatural: Medieval Arab Views examines the element of the supernatural (or miracle stories) in the life of the
Prophet Muhammad as depicted in two genres: prophetic biography (s?ra) and Qur'?n exegesis (tafs?r).
Lawrence of Arabia, as adviser to Prince Feisal, led camel-riding Bedouin in a guerrilla war against Turkey from Arabia to Damascus. The
great British hero of World War I, he helped Winston Churchill draw the map of the modern Middle East, creating Jordan and making Feisal
king of Iraq. Then, in 1922, he shed the rank of colonel and his name to serve as a private in the Royal Air Force until shortly before his death
in 1935 at age 46. Lawrence has been characterized as a man with extraordinary powers and as an imposter who manufactured his own
legend. This careful study, based on virtually all published and unpublished English-language sources, sides neither with Lawrence's
eulogists nor with his denigrators. Presenting a fair, balanced picture of his life, it shows the lifelong continuity of his puzzling conduct: the
often needless deviousness that troubled even close friends; the self-hatred and savage masochism that cursed his adult years.
In his seminal Philosophy of David Hume (1941), Norman Kemp Smith called for a study of Hume &"in all his manifold activities: as
philosopher, as political theorist, as economist, as historian, and as man of letters,&" indicating that &"Hume's philosophy, as the attitude of
mind that found for itself these various forms of expression, will then have been presented, adequately and in due perspective, for the first
time.&" Claudia Schmidt seeks to address this long-standing need in Hume scholarship. Against the charges that Hume holds no consistent
philosophical position, offers no constructive account of rationality, and sees no positive relation between philosophy and other areas of
inquiry, Schmidt argues for the overall coherence of Hume's thought as a study of &"reason in history.&" She develops this interpretation by
tracing Hume's constructive account of human cognition and its historical dimension as a unifying theme across the full range of his writings.
Hume, she shows, provides a positive account of the ways in which our concepts, beliefs, emotions, and standards of judgment in different
areas of inquiry are shaped by experience, both in the personal history of the individual and in the life of a community. This book is valuable
at many levels: for students, as an introduction to Hume's writings and issues in their interpretation; for Hume specialists, as a unified and
intriguing interpretation of his thought; for philosophers generally, as a synthesis of recent developments in Hume scholarship; and for
scholars in other disciplines, as a guide to Hume's contributions to their own fields.
The book, available at last in paperback, explores the politics of the most important Irish nationalist leader of his generation, and one of the
most influential figures of twentieth-century Ireland: the Nobel Peace Prize winner, John Hume. Given his central role in the reformulation of
Irish nationalist ideology, and the vital part which he played in drawing violent republicanism into democratic politics, the book shows Hume to
be one of the chief architects of the Northern Ireland peace process, and a key figure in the making of the 1998 Good Friday Agreement. At
the same time, it considers Hume’s failure in what he stated to be his foremost political objective: the conciliation of the two communities in
Northern Ireland. The book is essential reading for specialists on Irish history and politics, but will also be of interest to academics and
practitioners working in other regions of political and ethnic conflict. In addition, it will appeal to readers seeking to understand the crucial role
played by Hume in modernising Irish nationalist thinking, and bringing peace to Northern Ireland.
Europe Since 1945: An Encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference work of some 1,700 entries in two volumes. Its scope includes all of
Europe and the successor states to the former Soviet Union. The volumes provide a broad coverage of topics, with an emphasis on politics,
governments, organizations, people, and events crucial to an understanding of postwar Europe. Also includes 100 maps and photos.
On 18th April 2017, Theresa May stunned Britain by announcing a snap election. With poll leads of more than 20 points over Jeremy
Corbyn’s divided Labour Party, the first Tory landslide since Margaret Thatcher’s day seemed certain. Seven weeks later, Tory dreams had
turned to dust. Instead of the 100-seat victory she’d been hoping for, May had lost her majority, leaving Parliament hung and her premiership
hanging by a thread. Labour MPs, meanwhile, could scarcely believe their luck. Far from delivering the wipe-out that most predicted,
Corbyn’s popular, anti-austerity agenda won the party 30 seats, cementing his position as leader and denying May the right to govern alone.
This timely and indispensable book gets to the bottom of why the Tories failed, and how Corbyn’s Labour overcame impossible odds to
emerge closer to power than at any election since the era of Tony Blair. Who was to blame for the Tories’ mistakes? How could so many
politicians and pollsters fail to see what was coming? And what was the secret of Corbyn’s apparently unstoppable rise? Through new
interviews and candid private accounts from key players, political journalists Tim Ross and Tom McTague set out to answer these questions
and more, piecing together the inside story of this most dramatic and important of elections.
'Loathed, loved, terrorist to some, brilliant political strategist to others - what do we make of Gerry Adams? Malachi O'Doherty, one of
Northern Ireland's most fearless journalists and writers, has gone further than anyone else to disentangle it all in this impressively measured
and stylishly written biography - an illuminating read.' - Professor Marianne Elliott How did Gerry Adams grow from a revolutionary street
activist - in perpetual danger of arrest and assassination - into the leader of Sinn Féin, with intimate access to the British and Irish Prime
Ministers and the US President? And how has he outlasted them all? Drawing on newly available intelligence and scores of exclusive
interviews, Malachi O'Doherty's meticulously researched biography sheds light on the history of this extraordinary shape-shifter. O'Doherty
grew up on a 1950s Belfast housing estate, behind IRA barricades in his teens, and witnessed the start of the Troubles first hand; he is
uniquely placed to expose the real man behind the myths in this compelling study. O'Doherty's experience as a journalist - at the BBC, on
Belfast's newspapers, as correspondent for the Scotsman during the peace process, and as a commentator on Northern Irish affairs for the
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New Statesman - informs this authoritative account of one of the world's most controversial politicians.
Hume recounts the struggle for the nationalist community's rights and presents a blueprint for peace.
In 2002, an eighty-five-year-old former civil servant was voted ‘Irishman of the Century’. Widely regarded as “the architect of modern
Ireland”, T.K. Whitaker’s life spans the history of the Irish state in whose economic, social and cultural evolution he played an integral and
influential role. Born in Rostrevor, County Down, reared in Drogheda, County Louth, from modest beginnings, T.K. Whitaker’s meteoric rise
through the ranks of the civil service saw him at 39 years become the youngest Secretary of the Department of Finance. His was the quiet
presence, the rational and informed voice behind many of the most momentous events in recent Irish history. His inspirational paper
Programme for Economic Development became the blueprint for Ireland’s regeneration in the 1960s. As Governor in the 1970s his vision
and purpose transformed the Central Bank into a dynamic institution. And, as advisor to Taoiseach Jack Lynch and other political leaders, he
played a crucial role behind the scenes in the movement towards peace in Northern Ireland. Drawn from in-depth interviews conducted with
Dr Whitaker and his family, as well as exclusive access to his personal papers and correspondence, in Portrait of a Patriot author Anne
Chambers reveals the quite extraordinary extent and diversity of T.K. Whitaker’s work on behalf of the Irish State; his relationship with Irish
and international political figures such as De Valera, Lemass, MacBride, Costello, Sweetman, Lynch, Haughey, FitzGerald, O’Neill, and
Whitelaw; his policy struggles with governments and individual ministers. This personal and intimate biography also introduces Ken Whitaker
the family man, his motivation, humour and compassion; the personal losses endured and the many highlights enjoyed. T.K. Whitaker’s life
story is a model of excellence, integrity and public duty, and as such is all the more relevant today when such practical patriotism seems
largely absent in twenty-first-century Ireland.
An authoritative resource offering concise profiles of more than ten thousand of the world's most important people features information on
individuals from ancient times to the present day and representing a wide range of fields of endeavor, furnishing details on birth and death
dates, full name, nationality, occupation, and accomplishments, as well as thousands of cross references and brief quotations.
This is the first intellectual biography of the British philosopher and historian David Hume.
John R Hume is Scotland's foremost expert on industrial heritage. John's greatest passion was - and is - industry. Over the course of the
1960s, 70s and 80s, he took over 25,000 photographs of late-industrial and post-industrial Scotland. His collection is a remarkable portrait of
a way of life that has now all but vanished. His drive to act as a witness to Scotland's industrial empire, and its steady disintegration, took him
to every corner of the country.John's photography produces an exhaustive and objective record. Yet it also reveals remarkable and poignant
glimpses of domestic life - children playing in factory ruins, high-rises emerging on the city skylines, working men and women dwarfed by the
incredible scale of an already crumbling industrial infrastructure.In A Life of Industry, author Daniel Gray tells John's story, and the story of
what has been lost - and preserved.
A biography of motor racing mechanic Tony Robinson, who worked with some of the great names of the sport in the 1950s and '60s.
In the tradition of his award-winning biographies, Meriwether Lewis and Fool's Gold, acclaimed historian Richard Dillon recreates the life of
one of frontier America's most gifted lawmen, James B. Hume. Dillon paints a vivid picture of Hume, the greatest of Wells, Fargo and
company's detectives, who ranged all over the West in search of robbers of the firm's express shipments. Formerly a sheriff in California's
Mother Lode gold mining country, Hume did not operate in the usual manner of most western lawmen. Instead of using his gun in
apprehending badmen, this courageous lawman preferred to rely on his brains. In collaboration with famed San Francisco policeman Isaiah
Lees, Hume pioneered scientific detection in law enforcement in the American West-a science later known as criminology. In one of history's
most fascinating arrests, Hume used a laundry mark to track down Black Bart, the poetry writing stagecoach robber. "Dillon...has written a
colorful biography of an Indiana farm-boy, James Hume, who heeded the 'Go West' cry of his time...Dillon's portrait of the man is remarkably
human and rounded." -Publishers Weekly "In a fast-paced story, historian Dillon gives life to this remarkable Wells, Fargo detective. While all
the excitement of the chase is here, Dillon also gives a sensitive view of the whole man." -American West "Richard Dillon always writes with
an adroit selection of words and phrases. In Wells, Fargo Detective he adds sardonic humor by reprinting extracts from the amazingly cold
and stormy love letters Hume wrote his 'intended.'" -Arizona and the West "This biography by Richard Dillon reads as smoothly as a novel.
He used James Hume's own letters and diaries...He not only relates the fascinating events of Hume's public life but mines his personality as
well and finds a heroic and likable figure." -Carmon Friedrich
This biography of John Hume, based on interviews with friends, foes and colleagues, charts his political career from his early years in the
Derry civil rights movement, to his decisive role in the Peace Process.
Globalization and European integration are sometimes seen as the enemies of nationalism, sweeping away particularisms and imposing a
single economic, cultural and political order. The book argues on the contrary that, by challenging the 'nation-state' as the sole basis for
identity andsovereignty, they open the way for a variety of claims by stateless nations. It is certainly true that recent years have seen a strong
recurrence of nationalist claims, in Europe and in other parts of the world. At the same time, however, globalization and European integration
provide new ways ofmanaging nationality claims. At one level, they lower the stakes in independence and might permit peaceful transitions to
independence. Yet they may also make independence in the traditional sense less important and provide ways in which multiple and
conflicting nationality claims could beaccommodated in new political structures. The chapters in this collection consider these issues from a
theoretical perspective and through case studies of stateless nationalisms in western, eastern and central Europe, the former Soviet Union
and Quebec. They record a wide variety of experiences andshow that, while there are no easy answers to conflicting national claims, there is
reason to believe that they can be managed through democratic political processes.
The fascinating variety of Scotland's church buildings is rarely appreciated.Many are hidden away in remote country areas, or in parts of
towns and cities not often visited. Others are critical to the 'sense of place' that makes settlements recognised and loved. In this book, 184
churches still used for worship are illustrated with line drawings and photographs, with pithy texts drawing out where they fit into the fabric of
Scotland, and into nearly a thousand years of church construction. Some are well known and widely loved; others will surprise and delight.
In Albert Reynolds: Risktaker for Peace, Conor Lenihan takes the reader on a journey through the former Taoiseach’s fascinating life. From
his early days in Roscommon, Reynolds’ determination and hard work saw him rise from a humble clerical job with Irish Rail to become one
of Ireland’s best-known showbiz promoters. But it is as creator of the template for peace on the island of Ireland that he, deservedly, will be
best remembered. Reynolds’ extraordinary progress from the cut-throat world of business to local politics, and, ultimately, government
ministries, was driven by the entrepreneurial spirit and impatience that became the hallmark of his success and his failure. Appointed as
Taoiseach in 1992, by 1994 he had been drummed out of office, yet in that brief period he confounded his critics by fast-tracking an end to
the violence of the Troubles, with the IRA and Loyalist ceasefires. In the first complete biography of Reynolds, former Minister of State Conor
Lenihan delivers an insider’s account that reveals the courageous personal risks Reynolds took to create the template for peace in Ireland,
and the highs and lows of a tempestuous, risk taking life.
This work is the ninth in the 10-volume series "Early Responses to Hume", which is an edited and annotated collection of eighteenth-and
nineteenth-century critical reactions to Scottish philosopher David Hume (1711-1776) . Both a philosopher and historian, he was infamous in
his day for his skeptical views on human nature, knowledge, metaphysics, and religion.
Eric Schliesser's Adam Smith is the product of two decades' reflection by the author on the great Scottish Enlightenment. Unique among
treatments of Adam Smith, Schliesser's book treats him as a systematic philosopher. Smith was a giant of the Scottish Enlightenment with
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polymath interests; Schliesser thus explores Smith's economics and ethics in light of his other commitments on the nature of knowledge, the
theory of emotions, the theory of mind, his account of language, the nature of causation, and his views on methodology. He places Smith's
ideas in the context of a host of other philosophers, especially Hume, Rousseau, and Newton; and he draws on the reception of Smith's ideas
by Sophie de Grouchy, Mary Wollstonecraft, and other philosophers and economists to sketch the elements of, and the detailed connections
within, Smith's system. Adam Smith traces the outlines of Smith's intellectual system and situates it in the context of his highly developed
views on the norms that govern responsible speech. In particular, the book articulates Smith's concerns about the impact of his public policy
recommendations, especially on the least powerful in society. In so doing, Schliesser offers new interpretations of Smith's views on the
invisible hand, the Wealth of Nations, his treatment of virtue, the nature of freedom, the individual's relationship to society, his account of the
passions, the moral roles of religion, and his treatment of the role of mathematics in economics. While the book does offer a single argument,
it is organized in a modular fashion and includes a helpful index; readers with a more focused interest in Smith's achievements can skip to
their section of interest.

Mossner's Life of David Hume remains the standard biography of this great thinker and writer. First published in 1954,
and updated in 1980, it is now reissued in paperback, in response to increased interest in Hume. E. C. Mossner was
Emeritus Professor of English at the University of Texas at Austin. 'Mossner's work is a quite remarkable scholarly
achievement; it will be an indispensable tool for Humescholars and a treasure-trove of information for all students of the
intellectual and literary history of the eighteenth century' Richard H. Popkin in the Philological Quarterly 'This
magnificentand exemplary work...has more than a biographical value. It is a study of intellectual reaction in the
eighteenth century: a book for many readers, and not only for those of a philosophical turn.' C. E. Vulliamy in The
Observer 'This is the work of a man thoroughly in love with his subject...this biography is the product of long and happy
research. The length and the happiness both contribute to its merits.' The Times LiterarySupplement
The story of the greatest of all philosophical friendships—and how it influenced modern thought David Hume is arguably
the most important philosopher ever to have written in English, but during his lifetime he was attacked as “the Great
Infidel” for his religious skepticism and deemed unfit to teach the young. In contrast, Adam Smith, now hailed as the
founding father of capitalism, was a revered professor of moral philosophy. Remarkably, Hume and Smith were best
friends, sharing what Dennis Rasmussen calls the greatest of all philosophical friendships. The Infidel and the Professor
tells the fascinating story of the close relationship between these towering Enlightenment thinkers—and how it influenced
their world-changing ideas. It shows that Hume contributed more to economics—and Smith contributed more to
philosophy—than is generally recognized. The result is a compelling account of a great friendship that had great
consequences for modern thought.
John HumeA BiographyHarperCollins PublishersJohn HumeIn His Own Words
In a final, short summary of his life and works, David Hume wrote My Own Life as he suffered from gastrointestinal issues
that ultimately killed him. Despite his bleak prognosis, Hume remains lighthearted and inspirational throughout. He
discusses his life growing up, his family relationships, and his desire to constantly improve his works and his reputation
as an author. He confesses, "I have suffered very little pain from my disorder; and what is more strange, have... never
suffered a moment's abatement of my spirits; insomuch that were I to name the period of my life which I should most
choose to pass over again, I might be tempted to point to this later period." This short biography ends with a series of
letters from Hume's close friend and fellow author Adam Smith to their publisher William Strahan, recounting Hume's
death and giving a stirring eulogy in honor of their friend.
This collection of all new essays seeks to answer a series of questions surrounding the Victorian response to poverty in
Britain. In short, what did various layers of society say the poor deserved and what did they do to help them? The work is
organized against the backdrop of the 1834 New Poor Laws, recognizing that poverty garnered considerable attention in
England because of its pervasive and painful presence. Each essay examines a different initiative to help the poor.
Taking an historical tack, the essayists begin with the royal perspective and move into the responses of Church of
England members, Evangelicals, and Roman Catholics; the social engagement of the literati is discussed as well. This
collection reflects the real, monetary, spiritual and emotional investments of individuals, public institutions, private
charities, and religious groups who struggled to address the needs of the poor.
A clear and succinct account, first published in 1879, of the philosophical principles and conclusions of David Hume
(1711-56).
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